European Data Portal - Developments
Agenda

5. 16:30-17:30 European Data Portal V1
Version 1 Changes and further developments
Harvesting Scenarios
6. 09:30-11:00 European Data Portal: landscaping and quality monitorting
Landscaping 2016
Metadata Quality Assessment

7. 11:20-12:50 Communication and support
Supporting activities
European Open Data Leader’s Network
Communication and events
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Portal version 1 – Technical changes
Metadata quality assessment updates, 3 new languages, Eurostat basemaps extended, source code released
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Portal version 1 – Library
The library is extended to 6 categories

Portal version 1 – Training Companion
Guidelines and material to provide training
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What’s coming next?
Future developments in a nutshell

More catalogues harvested
Improved search functionalities
MQA download features

More content in the Library

More languages

Registration via ECAS

Dutch, Slovakian and Swedish added in May 2016
6 New languages to be added by October 2016

Full archive of ePSI blogs
Featured Data archives
Further reports

Store searches, including SPARQL queries
Follow catalogues, like datasets, etc
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Harvesting Scenarios
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Discover the European Data Portal Harvesters
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Harvesting of subnational portals needs to be done in agreement
with all EU countries
The European Data Portal currently harvests 68 Catalogues from 34 countries

Currently harvested by EDP

What’s next?

Discussion points

+ 415,000 data sets referenced
National Data Portals
National Geospatial Portals
In exceptional cases when no available national portal/ absence of API, local
portals are also harvested (BE, LU)
Certain city Capital Portals: London, Zurich, Helsinki, Zagreb

Harvesting new national portals currently being set up
Updating harvesters to match changes made to national portals
Addressing harvesting requests received so far

Determining how to collaborate with national portals
How to address specific local requests from cities or regions?
Who is the single point of contact at national level?
Who needs to be consulted or informed?
What about community data sources?
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Scenario 1: National data portal as main contact point of all local,
domain specific portals within country
The Austrian example below
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Scenario 1 : Consolidating at national portal level

Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined: EDP harvests only national portals

Role for national portal

Act as single point of
contact
Harvest all sources at
city, region, domain
level

Role for EDP

Informs national
contact of harvesting
requests
Shares information
about local portals
identified

Main benefits: national portal matures, acts as a national single point of contact
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Scenario 2: Bridging the gap
Many sources are not (yet) harvested by national portals
A few considerations:
Numerous local initiatives are growing at city and or regional levels
For political reasons, harvesting certain sources may require a complex decision making process
Local initiatives should be encouraged
EDP should not interfere in national constructs and considerations unless requested too
EDP is being contacted by local sources – how should we respond?

Liaise with the national level to inform them of the new source identified/
request to be harvested
Practically speaking EDP
would

Liaise with the national level to consult on the plans regarding the
harvesting of these portal

Harvest these sources for now – until they are harvested at national level
Remove catalogues once informed by national level that they have been
included on national portal
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Scenario 3: Harvesting by default
Many sources are not (yet) harvested by national portals & coordinating at national level is not optimal
Similar considerations as to scenario 2 ‘bridging the gap’:
Numerous local initiatives are growing at city and or regional levels
For political reasons, harvesting certain sources may require a complex decision making process
Local initiatives should be encouraged
EDP should not interfere in national constructs and considerations unless requested too
EDP is being contacted by local sources – how should we respond?

Harvest the new sources by default after request
Practically speaking EDP
would

Inform the national level of the harvesting of this new source
Remove catalogues once informed by national level that they have been
included on national portal, thus European Data Portal
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Community data portal have a strong desire to be harvested too
Different from public data, community data builds on open public data
Non for profit organisations often aggregate data to produce enhanced data sets and findings on their own websites
and/ or portals
E.g. transparency organisations, open data activists, envirionmental protection etc
Here again the different scenarios can apply

Scenario

Description

Key concept

Scenario 1

Coordinating at National level

Coordination

Scenario 2

Bridging the gap

Consultation

Scenario 3

Harvesting by default

Information

However, some countries may already have a clear cut approach regarding these sites?

What are your views?
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Adapting to national needs is a key success factor
Adopting a mixed approach taking into account national specificities
Certain countries may already have a clear preference

In all cases, countries need to
Communicate to EDP which scenario they prefer applying
State their approach towards community websites
Confirm who is the single point of contact, if different from the ones EDP already has
Appoint a deputy to ensure queries do not get lost
Respond swiftly to requests made by EDP

The Single Point of Contact:
The single point of contact may be different from the current representative contacted for the tailored
support, landscaping and other EDP related activities.
Ideally this person should be one and the same person, facilitating communication between the national
level and EDP
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Landscaping 2016
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Landscaping method 2016 – Overview
Process & Indicators
Questionnaire (72 questions)
Scoring (47 questions)
Additional desk research
Creation of country fiches & Insight report

Open Data Maturity Assessment
Open Data Readiness
1. Presence
of Open
Data Policy

2.
Licensing
Norms

3. Extent of
coordination at
national level

Portal maturity
4. Use
of Data

5. Impact
of Open
Data

6. Usability
of the
portal

7. Reusability of
data

8. Spread of
data across
domains
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Landscaping method 2016 – Changes made compared to 2015
Minor changes and additional questions
Changes:
Rephrasing of the questions to make them clearer
Question regarding whether there was political impact was counted double. Changed to:
Q4.1 Since June 2015, have you launched any activities to monitor the impact of Open Data?
Portal maturity is still scored with a maximum of 250 points, but using slightly different indicators.
Additional questions:
Q2.2.3 Was the (Open) Data policy in your country updated since April 2015?
Q2.6.2 Has your approach on how to open data changed since mid 2015?
Q2.11. Is the revised PSI Directive transposed?
Q3.12 Did you see any changes in the re-use of data since mid 2015?
Q3.13 Did you launch activities to monitor the re-use of Open Data?
Q3.14 Do you support the re-use of Open Data?
Q3.15 Did you launch any specific communication activities to promote your Portal or Open Data in general?
Review round:
All countries will be offered the opportunity to do a final review of their Country fiche at the end of the summer
Disclosure of detailed scoring for 2015 – do all countries agree that the country fiches and related detailing scoring
sheets can be made publicly available? All results will be public by default for the 2016 measurement.
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Landscaping method 2016 – Timeline
Deadline: 17 June 2016

Timeline

2016

Open Data Maturity assessment n2
Prepare questionnaire

Activities

Send individual
invitation to 39
countries

Send reminder
to countries

Contact
countries that
did not respond

Assess questionnaire
results
Ask countries to clarify
answers
Draft 2016 country
fiches and insight report
n2
Contact
countries for
update on fiches
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Metadata Quality Assessment
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Still puzzled about how the

Metadata Quality Assessment works?
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Communication and Support
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Tailored Support Activities - Direct contact with close to 30
countries
Focused calls discussing state of play of Open Data, main challenges and next steps

Looking back
All countries contacted – 3 interviews pending
Open discussion and practical questions
Clear progress made since summer 2015
Still a number of barriers to be addressed:
political, organisational, technical, legal, financial,
etc.
Generic and specific follow up actions
Creating informative fiches on demand:
Controlled vocabularies, licensing, CKAN, DCAT
Addressing specific queries such as on use of
Eurovoc, Automated Translation, harvesting,
DCAT
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Tailored Support – Next Steps
Many commonalities have been identified during the calls

Insights from the last 6 months
Countries are facing similar challenges

Looking forward
Building on contacts made and the safe learning
environment created

Harvesting

The cycle of calls will continue

Managing duplicates

Joint events will be organised around clearly
identified topics

Improving their portals
Addressing charging models

Baltic state meeting on 27 April

Using DCAT-AP

Further joint sessions to be planned

Data Hotel approaches

Ad hoc support on demand will also be
addressed as done previously

…
Countries want to learn more from one another via
joint working sessions

EDP presence at country specific events

Your suggestions?
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Coming soon: the next European Open Data Leaders’ Network
28 June 2016 in Eindhoven, back to back with the European Data Forum
The purpose of the workshop is to benefit further from peer learning. It’s about
Increasing the value that can be obtained from Open Data
Sharing recommended practice
Identifying opportunities for collaboration

Data infrastructure

What is data infrastructure, who owns it and what assets should it include?
The benefits of a robust data infrastructure in building a data economy.
What’s needed to build and maintain a robust data infrastructure.

Open Data Sustainability

What are the key principles of strategic governance for Open Data portals?
How do we ensure sustainable operations (e.g.: maintaining portals, metadata,
licences, harvesters, etc?) and ensure continuous flow of data?
What are the key business models for open data portals?
Next steps: key challenges to address, recommended practices, lessons learned.

Detailed technical focus

Do you have a specific technical aspect in mind? Or several of them we can
discuss together and get countries to share questions and best practices?
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What are the main messages to Communicate around the
European Data Portal?
Focus on key messages
The vision of the Portal is:

“We harvest open data made available by all public administrations across Europe.”
The vision statement is disseminated with a series of messages:
1.

We offer metadata in 6 languages (for now), we visualise, we offer quality checks for over 415K datasets

2.

We train a suite of learning experiences in the field of Open Data from publishing to the re-using Open Data

3.

We showcase Open Data events, Open Data news, Open Data best practices, Open Data reports, etc

4.

We collect by inviting stakeholders to share their stories, their feedback, their portals

5.

We convene meetings, webinars, events to discuss open data best practices, challenges and next steps

6.

We share our source code and promote open source and re-use of components and standards

This is your Portal too!
We promote you!
You promote us!
We build the framework conditions for Open Data
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Communication Call to Action
Promote the Survey on the re-use of Open Data to
ensure we have sufficient respondents from your
country

Share news items and events you want to see
promoted by EDP

Example:
www.dati.gov.it
www.daten.berlin.de
Also promoted by Spain,
Romania, Croatia, etc
Example: Sweden latest news item
Please send us the links
to the promotion made
and continue reaching
out to your open data
community

Many countries sending us news already:
Italy, Greece, Slovenia,…
Share your news items with us!
Tell us about events you’re organising
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Communication Call to Action 2

Invite us to speak at events you are organising !

Follow EDP on Social Media and share our messages

What else? Tell us!
This is your Portal too!
We promote you!
You promote us!
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